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SECTION _ A

l. Answer all questions in one word
1 mark

or two sentences. Each question carries

:

1) What is biodiversity ?
2) What do you mean by energy resources ?

3) Define mining.
4) What is soil poltution ?
5) Explain the objectives ol rain water harvesting.
6) What is global warming ?
7) Define eco-labelling.
B) What is public awareness ?
9) What do you mean by value of education
10) Define ecology.

?

(10x1=10 Marks)

SECTION _ B

ll. Answer any
2 marks:
1

I

questions not exceed one paragraph. Each question carries

1) What do you mean by natural gas ?

12) What is land degradation ?
13) What do you mean by urbanization ?
P.T.O.
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14) Explain nitrate pollutir:n

5) \A/hat are industrial waste ?
16) What is Tsunami ?'
17) Explain sustainable dervelopment.
18) What is population derrsity ?
19) What do you rnean by human rights
20) Define food chain.
21) What do you mean by hot spots ?
1

22) What is acid rain

?

(8x2=16 Mlarks)

?

SECTION

-C

lll. Answer any 6 questions not exceed 120 words.

Each question carries 4 marks

:

23) Explain the scope of environmental studies.
24) Explain the causes of flood and drought.
25) What are the importance of modern agriculture
26) What are the causes of land degradation ?

?

27) Explain the types of eco system.
28) What do you mean by marine pollution ? Explain its types.

29) Explain about gre€)n house effect.
30) Write about consurnerisation.
31) Explain the objectives of value of education.

(6x4=24 [Vlarks,

SECTION _ D

lV. Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks
32) Describe the concept of an ecosystem.
33) Explain about wind energy.
34) Explain the various steps involved in waste management.
35) Describe about Hurman Rights.

(2x15=30 Miarks)

